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Abstract.
Background: Dysregulation of iron homeostasis is implicated in the pathogenesis of Huntington’s disease. We have previously
shown that increased iron intake in R6/2 HD neonatal mice, but not adult R6/2 HD mice potentiates disease outcomes at
12-weeks of age corresponding to advanced HD [Redox Biol. 2015;4 : 363–74]. However, whether these findings extend to
other HD models is unknown. In particular, it is unclear if increased neonatal iron intake can promote neurodegeneration in
mouse HD models where disease onset is delayed to mid-adult life.
Objective: To determine if increased dietary iron intake in neonatal and adult life-stages potentiates HD in the slowly
progressive YAC128 HD mouse model.
Methods: Female neonatal mice were supplemented daily from days 10–17 with 120 g/g body weight of carbonyl iron.
Adult mice were provided diets containing low (50 ppm), medium (150 ppm) and high (500 ppm) iron concentrations from
2-months of age. HD progression was determined using behavioral, brain morphometric and biochemical approaches.
Results: Neonatal-iron supplemented YAC128 HD mice had significantly lower striatal volumes and striatal neuronal cell
body volumes as compared to control HD mice at 1-year of age. Neonatal-iron supplementation of HD mice had no effect
on rota-rod motor endurance and brain iron or glutathione status. Adult iron intake level had no effect on HD progression.
YAC128 HD mice had altered peripheral responses to iron intake compared to iron-matched wild-type controls.
Conclusions: Female YAC128 HD mice supplemented with nutritionally-relevant levels of iron as neonates demonstrate
increased striatal degeneration 1-year later.
Keywords: Huntington’s disease, dietary iron, mouse model, neurodegeneration

INTRODUCTION
Huntington’s disease (HD) is an ultimately fatal
heritable neurodegenerative disorder caused by a
CAG-repeat expansion in the polyglutamine-encoding tract within exon-1 of the huntingtin gene (HTT)
∗ Correspondence to: Jonathan H. Fox, 1174 Snowy Range
Road, Laramie, WY 82070, USA. Tel.: +1 307 766-9953; Fax:
+1 307 721-2051; E-mail: jfox7@uwyo.edu.

[1]. Clinical signs are characterized by an involuntary
movement disorder, weight loss and psychiatric
disturbances that slowly progress to dementia. While
HD has autosomal dominant inheritance with essentially 100% genetic penetrance there is significant
variability in age of onset after correction for effects
of the CAG expansion mutation size [2]. This
variability can be explained by a combination of
non-huntingtin genetic and environmental factors
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[3]. Identifying these factors may contribute to
understanding of HD pathways and also suggest new
approaches for slowing the progression of human
HD.
Iron homeostasis is disrupted in mouse and human
HD brain. Studies in R6/2 and N171–82Q HD mice
which express N-terminal mutant HTT fragments
(mHTT) have demonstrated increases in brain iron
with disease progression [4, 5]. Further, iron-imaging
and autopsy studies also support accumulation of iron
in human HD brain [6, 7]. The mechanisms by which
iron accumulates in HD brain are currently unclear.
However, iron that is not chelated by protein or other
molecules can undergo redox cycling and induce
oxidative stress, which is a consistent feature of both
cell and murine models as well as human HD [8–11].
While the extent to which iron homeostatic dysregulation may contribute to HD progression is unclear
there is evidence to support protective effects of both
weak and strong iron chelators in mouse HD [4, 12].
Iron is an essential dietary element. Intake levels in
the human population vary widely during both development and adulthood due to natural or milk replacer
feeding, variation in solid diet and also the level of
iron supplementation [13–15]. To determine if such
iron-intake variation may modify HD we previously
tested the effect of elevated iron intake during neonatal and adult-life stages in the R6/2 mouse model
of HD. We recently reported that iron supplementation in neonatal, but not adult, R6/2 mice potentiates
established behavioral, biochemical and morphologic
markers of HD [16]. R6/2 HD express the exon-1
fragment of mHTT with 150–180 CAG repeats. This
model displays a particularly aggressive phenotype
with behavioral deficits at 6 weeks of age and spontaneous death from advanced HD beginning at 12
weeks of age [17]. In the context of neonatal environmental influences on adult neurodegeneration in
HD, a disadvantage of studying R6/2 mice is the
short time from iron supplementation to advanced
HD (∼10 weeks). Therefore, it is unclear how predictive these findings in R6/2 mice are to human HD
where there is a several year delay from the neonatal
period to time of disease onset.
YAC128 HD mice express the full-length human
mutant huntingtin gene with 128 CAG repeats
and are maintained on the FVB inbred rather than
B6/CBA F1 genetic background of R6/2 mice
[17, 18]. Importantly, they demonstrate delayed
onset disease. Deficits in motor function and brain
pathology develop around 9–12 months of age [19,
20]. Therefore, investigation of the effect of dietary

iron in YAC128 mice would extend our previous
findings by determining if results can be repeated
in a mouse HD model that differs significantly from
the R6/2 HD model. Here we report findings from
such studies investigating the effects of elevated iron
intake in neonatal and adult-life stage in YAC128
HD mice. Similar to our previous findings [16] we
found that iron supplementation in neonatal YAC128
HD mice resulted in potentiation of striatal atrophy
while there was no effect of supplementation in adult
YAC128 mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Chemicals were from Sigma unless otherwise
stated.
Mouse husbandry
YAC128 HD mice were maintained on the FVBinbred background. Tails snips were obtained at 3
weeks of age and mice were genotyped by PCR as
previously described [21]. Female mice only were
used for experiments. Mice were maintained on a
12-hour light-dark cycle and were provided with
access to food and water ad libitum. Unless otherwise state mice were fed cereal-based AIN76A
rodent chow that contains 150 ppm iron. Each cage
had a mouse igloo (Bio-Serv) and sani-chip bedding
(Harlan Laboratories). All procedures were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
and followed NIH guidelines.
Experimental design and iron supplementation
Neonatal iron study: Mice were supplemented
daily on post-natal day (PND) 10–17 with 120 g/g
carbonyl iron or vehicle (saline). This dose is estimated to provide a 40-fold increase in iron intake
compared to mother’s milk [13]. Because the mice
were genotyped after dosing, iron or vehicle treatments were randomly assigned to litters. At 4-weeks
of age, after genotyping and weaning, treated mice
were assigned to study cages such that each cage
housed mice of the same genotype and treatment.
Adult iron study: Mice were genotyped then randomly assigned to iron-treatment groups at 4-weeks
of age. Mice were caged by dietary-iron level and
genotype. Base-line behavioral analyses were under-
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taken at 6 weeks. Iron diets were instituted at 8-weeks
of age. Mice were fed one of three casein-based diets
that contained 50 (low), 150 (medium) and 500 (high)
ppm levels of iron added as ferric citrate (Harlan
Laboratories).

slide that contained the striatum was analyzed using
the optical fractionator workflow. Slides were coded
such that the operator did not know the genotypes or
iron treatments and were analyzed in a systematically
randomized order.

Behavioral analyses

Biochemical assays

Accelerating Rota-rod: We used a rota-rod (IITC
Life Science) set to accelerate from 5 to 25 rpm over
15 minutes. Mice were given one training day followed by three consecutive test days. For training,
mice were placed on the rotating rod; each time the
mouse fell off it was replaced on the rod up to 5 minutes. During testing, each mouse was placed on the
rota-rod and the latency to fall was recorded. Trials
terminated at 15 minutes of testing.
Spontaneous in-cage wheel running activity: Mice
in the neonatal iron study were assessed for spontaneous motor activity via in-cage wheel analysis. Mice
were placed individually in large cages with wireless
running wheels (Med Associates, Inc.) for 4 days.
Mice were then returned to their home cages. Data
from days 2–4 were analyzed.

Glutathione (GSH) was measured as previously
described [9]. Tissue iron analysis was carried out
essentially as previously described [23] but using
an Agilent Technologies 7700 series inductivelycoupled plasma mass spectrometer. This method
measures total iron in the sample regardless of the
form. Serum iron was measured using the ferrozine
method (Pointe Scientific Inc.).

Neuropathology
To prepare tissues for stereological analyses,
12-month-old mice were sacrificed and perfused transcardially with 0.9% (w/v) heparinized (125 units/ml)
saline for two minutes followed by 200 mls 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH
7.4) at 12 mls / minute. Brains were extracted and
post-fixed for 48 hours in the same solution. They
were then weighed before transfer to cryoprotectant
(10% glycerol, 2% DMSO, 0.1M phosphate buffer
pH 7.4) solution for 5–10 days at 4◦ C. Serial 40 m
sections representing the entirety of the striatum were
obtained with a freezing microtome. Sections were
mounted on glass slides such that every 12th section through the entire striatum were present on a
single slide. Mounted sections were allowed to dry
overnight, stained with a 0.5% (w/v) thionin solution
then dehydrated and mounted in permount solution. Stereo Investigator Software (MBF Bioscience,
Williston, VT) was used to quantify striatal volumes,
cell body volumes and neuronal numbers as described
previously [16, 22]. Briefly, in a single section at the
level of the anterior commissure, the optical fractionator workflow and the nucleator method were
used for estimation of neuronal cell body volume.
For neuronal number estimates, each section on a

Statistical analysis
Analyses were performed using SAS software
(version 9.4, Cary, NC). For behavioral analyses with
repeated measures the MIXED procedure was used.
For all other data, the general linear model (GLM)
procedure was used. These methods are valid in the
presence of unequal group sizes as was present in
some of our experiments due to unequal genotype
ratios and occasional losses during the year-long
experiments. All main effects and interactions were
investigated in the initial model. When significant
main effects or interactions were present in the overall
model, we performed pre-planned pairwise comparisons on all non-confounded pairs from the same
time point. Wheel data was right skewed so are presented as means ± 95% confidence interval. All other
results are reported as means ± standard error of the
mean (SEM). Unless otherwise stated in figure legends significance bars on graphs indicate pairwise
comparisons. Significant differences between confounded comparisons (e.g. wild-type control and HD
iron supplemented) are not shown. P-values less than
0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS
Effect of neonatal iron supplementation on motor
test performance YAC128 HD mice. We evaluated
forced (rota-rod) and spontaneous (wheel running)
motor activity. Rota-rod testing revealed significant
effects of age (F3,196 = 28.44, p < 0.001), genotype
(F1,196 = 24.76, p < 0.0001) and an age x genotype interaction (F1,196 = 7.11, p = 0.0001) (Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 1. Effect of neonatal iron supplementation on motor test performance in YAC128 HD mice. Mice were supplemented with iron or
saline at 10–17 days. A. Rota-rod endurance in YAC128 HD and wild-type mice. YAC128 HD mice have significantly decreased rota-rod
motor endurance from 6-months of age compared to wild-type mice. Iron supplementation does not alter rota-rod performance. n = 16–21,
B. Spontaneous in-cage wheel running activity. Non-supplemented YAC128 HD mice have decreased wheel activity at 3, 5 and 12 months
of age compared to wild-type controls. Iron-supplemented HD mice have increased wheel-running activity at 5-months of age compared to
HD controls. P-values: ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, n = 12.

However, there was no effect of neonatal iron supplementation (F1,69 = 0.88, p = 0.3521). Spontaneous
wheel running activity was significantly altered by
age (F4,155 = 9.82, p < 0.0001), and age x genotype (F4,155 = 2.57, p = 0.0400) and age x iron
(F4,155 = 3.29, p = 0.0128) interactions (Fig. 1B). HD
iron-supplemented mice had increased wheel running activity at 5 months compared to HD controls
(p = 0.0086). Body-weight analysis demonstrated
that iron supplementation had no effect on body
weight. However, HD mice were significantly heavier than wild-type mice from 3 months of age (data
not shown).
Neonatal iron supplementation potentiates neuropathological markers of HD. Brain weights were
decreased by HD (F1,37 = 5.35, p = 0.0263). Ironsupplemented HD mice had significantly lower
brain weights than wild-type iron-supplemented
mice (p = 0.0083). Iron-supplemented HD mice
had lower mean brain weights than HD nonsupplemented mice; while the pair-wise p-value was
0.0214 the main effect of iron was not significant
(F1,37 = 3.52, p = 0.0685) indicating a non-significant
trend (Fig. 2A). To investigate possible effects of
iron on brain mass in HD mice we quantified
both unilateral striatal volume and striatal neuronal
cell body volumes (Fig. 2B-D). Striatal volumes
were decreased by HD (F1,37 = 6.49, p = 0.0152)
and iron supplementation (F1,37 = 10.54, p = 0.0025).
Striatal volume was significantly decreased in neonatal supplemented HD versus non-supplemented

HD mice (p = 0.0018) (Fig. 2B). Striatal neuronal
cell body volumes were significantly decreased
in HD mice (F1,37 = 13.82, p = 0.0007). Iron supplementation further decreased neuronal volumes
(F1,37 = 5.89, p = 0.0202) and there was a genotype x iron interaction (F1,37 = 4.79, p = 0.0351). HD
iron-supplemented mice had significantly lower striatal neuronal cell body volumes as compared to
wild-type iron-supplemented (p = 0.0001) and HD
non-supplemented (p = 0.0016) mice (Fig. 2C-D).
Analysis of total striatal neuron numbers unilaterally revealed that iron supplementation resulted
in decreased neuronal estimates (F1,37 = 4.71,
p = 0.0365). However, there was no effect of genotype
(F1,37 = 0.03, p = 0.8630) and individual pair-wise
comparisons were not significant.
Neonatal iron supplementation does not alter brain
iron or glutathione levels. To investigate possible
pathways by which iron may promote brain atrophy
we determined both brain iron and glutathione levels
in brain (Fig. 3A-C). While there was a trend for iron
to be increased in HD cerebral cortex this was not significant (F1,24 = 2.51, p = 0.1557). Further, there was
no effect of iron supplementation on brain iron in
either genotype (F1,24 = 0.56, p = 0.4598) (Fig. 3A).
Effects of iron supplementation on manganese, zinc
and copper were not found (data not shown). Glutathione is an important aqueous phase antioxidant
and changes in this system are present in both R6/2
and N171-82Q HD mice [9, 24]. We quantified glutathione (GSH) in brains of study mice. There were
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Fig. 2. Neonatal iron supplementation results in brain and striatal atrophy in YAC128 HD mice. Mice were supplemented at days 10–17 with
iron or saline and sacrificed at 1-year of age. A. Neonatal iron-supplementation decreases brain weights in YAC128 HD but not wild-type
mice. B. Neonatal iron-supplementation decreases striatal volume in YAC128 HD mice but not wild-type mice. C-D. Striatal neuronal cell
body volumes are decreased by neonatal iron supplementation in YAC128 HD but not wild-type mice (C). Representative images are shown
in D. Arrows point to neurons. Scale bar = 25 m. P-values: ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, n = 8–12 mice.

no significant effects of genotype or iron supplementation in cerebral cortex or striatum (Fig. 3B-C).
YAC128 HD mice have an altered peripheral
response to neonatal iron supplementation. We investigated if peripheral markers of iron status are altered
at 12-months of age following neonatal iron supplementation. We found a significant genotype x
iron interaction (F1,33 = 5.47, p = 0.0260) on total
serum iron levels. Iron-supplementation decreased
total serum iron in wild-type mice (p = 0.0114) but not
HD mice (p = 0.4596) (Fig. 4A). Liver is an important
iron store in the body [25]; therefore we measured
iron levels as an additional outcome of peripheral
iron status. There was an effect of iron supplementation on liver iron (F1,45 = 4.14, p = 0.0478) but
no effect of genotype (F1,45 = 1.84, p = 0.1812). HD
iron-supplemented mice had significantly lower liver

iron levels than HD non-supplemented (p = 0.0388)
and wild-type iron supplemented (p = 0.0125) mice
(Fig. 4B).
Iron intake level in adult YAC128 HD mice
does not potentiate markers of HD progression.
To determine if adult iron supplementation alters
disease outcomes, we fed adult YAC128 HD and
wild-type littermate mice diets containing 50 ppm,
150 ppm or 500 ppm from 2-12 months of age
and determined disease outcomes. Rota-rod analysis
revealed that HD mice performed significantly worse
than wild-type mice (F1,389 = 103.02, p < 0.0001);
however, dietary iron level had no effect on
endurance (F2,116 = 1.41, p = 0.2482) (Fig. 5). Body
weights were significantly increased by both HD
(F1,389 = 132.42, p < 0.0001) and increasing dietary
iron level (F2,116 = 4.81, p < 0.0099) (not shown).
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Fig. 4. YAC128 HD mice have an altered peripheral response to
neonatal iron supplementation. Mice were supplemented at 10–17
days and sacrificed at 1-year of age. A. Neonatal iron supplementation results in decreased serum iron at 1-year of age in wild-type but
not YAC128 HD mice. n = 8–10, B. Iron-supplemented YAC128
HD, but not wild-type mice have significantly decreased liver iron
at 1-year of age. P-value: ∗ p < 0.05, n = 12–13.

Fig. 3. Neonatal iron supplementation does not alter brain iron
or glutathione. Mice were supplemented at 10–17 days and sacrificed at 1-year of age. A. Cerebro-cortical iron is not altered by
HD or the presence of neonatal iron supplementation. n = 6–7, BC. Glutathione levels in cerebral cortex (B) and striatum (C) are
not altered by HD or neonatal iron supplementation. n = 9–15 for
cortex and 9–12 for striatum.

At 12-months of age HD mice had lower brain
weights (F1,64 = 32.75, p < 0.0001), striatal volumes
(F1,24 = 16.68, p = 0.0004) and striatal neuronal cell
body volumes (F1,53 = 8.72, p = 0.0046); however,
there were no significant effects of iron (Fig. 6A-C).
Further, there were no effects of genotype or dietary
iron on striatal neuronal number estimates (data not
shown). Cerebro-cortical iron levels were increased

in YAC128 HD compared to wild-type litter mates
(F1,33 = 4.69, p = 0.0373); however, there was no
effect of dietary iron supplementation (F2,33 = 1.05,
p = 0.3591) (Fig. 7A). Cortical copper levels were
increased in HD mice in this study (F2,32 = 12.36,
p = 0.0077) but there was no effect of iron on copper. Manganese and zinc were not altered (data not
shown). Genotype and dietary iron level resulted in
an interaction for cortical glutathione (F2,52 = 3.96,
p = 0.0254). Specifically, YAC128 HD mice on a
low-iron diet had lower cortical glutathione than
wild-type low-iron and HD high-iron groups (pvalues: 0.0020 and 0.0196, respectively) (Fig. 7B).
As for the neonatal study (Fig. 4B), we found that
with the outcome of liver iron levels YAC128 HD
mice responded differently than wild-type littermates
at 12-months of age. HD mice had lower liver
iron (F1,69 = 6.32, p = 0.0142) than wild-types; iron
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Fig. 5. Adult iron supplementation does not alter rota-rod motor
endurance in YAC128 HD mice. Mice were maintained on special
diets from 2–12 months of age. YAC128 HD groups performed
significantly worse on the rota-rod compared to respective irondose wild-type mouse groups. Iron supplementation had no effect
on performance. P-values: ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001,
n = 19–24.

supplementation increased liver iron (F1,69 = 4.09,
p = 0.0121). Medium and high iron intake in wildtype mice significantly increased liver iron (p-values
0.0228 and 0.0102); however, this did not occur in
YAC128 HD mice (Fig. 8).
DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates that neonatal iron
supplementation potentiates key morphologic markers of HD progression in female YAC128 HD mice
(Fig. 2). This finding corroborates our prior study
demonstrating that neonatal, but not adult, iron
supplementation potentiates disease in the rapidly
progressive R6/2 mouse HD model [16]. The studies
support work investigating if iron supplementation in
HTT mutation positive infants has a role in potentiating the human disease.
Human HD brains demonstrate degeneration and
atrophy mainly involving the striatum and cerebral
cortex [26]. Brain atrophy results from a combi-

Fig. 6. Adult iron supplementation does not exacerbate neurodegeneration markers in YAC128 HD mice. Mice were maintained
on diets from 2–12 months of age. A. Brain weights of YAC128
HD and wild-type mice fed one of three custom iron diets. YAC128
mice have significantly decreased brain weights compared to wildtype litter-mates. Iron supplementation has no effect on brain
weight in HD or wild-type mice. n = 12–15, B. Striatal volumes
are decreased by HD but not by dietary iron level. There was
a significant effect of genotype with YAC128 HD mice having
lower striatal volumes across all iron groups, n = 4–6, C. Striatal
cell body volumes are not altered by dietary iron intake level in
YAC128 HD or wild-type mice. There was a significant effect of
genotype with YAC128 HD mice having lower cell volumes across
all iron groups. ME = main effect comparison. P-values: ∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, n = 4–6.
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Fig. 8. YAC128 HD mice have an altered peripheral response to
adult iron intake level. Medium and high dietary iron intake levels
in adult mice (150 and 500 ppm, respectively) results in increased
liver iron in wild-type but not YAC128 HD mice at 1-year of age.
P-value: ∗ p < 0.05, n = 12–15.

Fig. 7. Brain iron and glutathione status in YAC128 HD mice
supplemented with different levels of iron as adults. Mice were
maintained on diets from 2–12 months of age. A. Cerebro-cortical
iron levels are increased in HD mice but are not altered by ironintake level. There was a significant effect of genotype (ME = main
effect comparison). n = 5–9, B. Cortical GSH in wild-type is not
altered by iron-intake level. Low versus high iron intake (150
and 500 ppm iron, respectively) results in decreased cortical glutathione in YAC128 mice. P-value: ∗ p < 0.05, n = 9–11.

nation of factors including neuronal loss but also
neuronal atrophy [26]. Genetic mouse HD models largely recapitulate these changes. For example,
both exon-1 and full-length human mHTT expressing
R6/2 and YAC128 HD mice are reported to demonstrate reduced brain weights, striatal atrophy, and
striatal neuronal atrophy and loss [21, 22]. In the
neonatal study iron-supplemented HD mice had significantly lower striatal volumes and striatal neuronal
volumes when compared to non-supplemented HD
mice (Fig. 2B-C). Importantly, there were no effects
of neonatal iron supplementation in wild-type mice
on these outcomes (Fig. 2A-C). Therefore, YAC128

HD mice are specifically sensitive to the effects of
increased neonatal iron intake as compared to wildtype litter-mate mice indicating an age-dependent
genotype by environment interaction. Brain weights,
striatal volumes and striatal neuron cell body volumes
were not decreased in non-supplemented HD versus
wild-type mice (Fig. 2A-C) even though they were
in the adult iron study (Fig. 6A-C) suggesting that in
the adult study there was greater HD progression at
12-months of age. The reasons for this are not fully
clear. It is possible that the cereal versus casein-based
diets used altered the course of HD in the two separate studies. Despite the brain morphometric changes
strong behavioral correlates were not found. Neonatal supplementation in YAC128 mice had no effect on
motor endurance even though activity was decreased
in HD compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 1A). Spontaneous in-cage wheel running revealed decreased
activity in non-supplemented YAC128 mice compared to wild-type controls that was not present in
iron-supplemented mice at 5 months (Fig. 1B). The
significance of this result is not fully clear as in early
stages of mouse HD activity can be increased [27].
Significantly increased body weights in HD mice
from 3 months of age (not shown) complicates interpretation of these data. In contrast to the neonatal iron
study, and in agreement with our prior study in R6/2
HD mice [16], we found no evidence that increased
iron intake in adult-life potentiates HD (Figs. 5–7).
However, both adult and neonatal iron supplementation resulted in different peripheral iron responses at
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1-year of age (Figs. 4, 8) indicating that YAC128 HD
mice regulate systemic iron differently than wild-type
littermates.
We found a trend or a significant increase in cortical
iron in YAC128 HD mice (Figs. 3A, 7A) compared
to wild-type litter-mates at 1-year of age. This result
is consistent with findings in R6/2, N171–82Q and
CAG140 HD mice all of which have elevated brain
iron levels [5, 28]. Finding elevated cortical iron in
YAC128 mice (Fig. 7A) is consistent with previous
findings in slowly progressive HD in CAG140 HD
mice [5] and demonstrates that crude elevations of
brain iron are present early in the clinical course of
mouse HD. Changes in brain iron as found in human
HD [29] are therefore a consistent and early feature of
murine HD. Amyloid precursor protein (APP) is necessary for iron export from neurons [30] and functions
by stabilizing the iron-export protein ferroportin [31].
We have previously reported decreased brain APP by
Western blot analysis in R6/2 HD mice [5, 16] providing a potential mechanism for elevated brain iron.
However, we did not find decreases in brain APP in
YAC128 mice at 1-year of age (not shown).
There are numerous mechanisms by which neonatal iron supplementation could promote brain atrophy.
Significant elevations of brain iron and resulting
oxidative stress is not an underlying pathway based on
the absence of changes in cortical iron and brain glutathione (Fig. 3A-C). However, iron toxicity resulting
from altered cellular distribution of iron within neurons and glial cells, which would not be detected
by the ICP-MS methodology used, cannot be discounted by our data. Copper and manganese have
both been implicated in HD pathogenesis [5, 32–34].
Copper and manganese can interact with iron during development [35, 36]. Despite this, we found no
effect of iron supplementation status on brain copper
or manganese levels suggesting that HD potentiation is not mediated through these elements. While
we did not address effects of iron supplementation on absorption in this study we have previously
reported that neonatal iron supplementation in R6/2
mice results in a smaller increase in liver iron than
in supplemented wild-type littermates at 5 weeks
of age [16]. Consistent with this, in both neonatal
and adult iron studies supplemented YAC128 HD
mice had lower liver iron levels than supplemented
wild-type mice (Figs. 4B, 8). These findings show
altered peripheral responses to iron between wildtype and HD mice and possibly greater homeostatic
defenses against elevated iron uptake in HD mice.
Epigenetic changes have been implicated in medi-
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ating the effects of diverse early-life environmental
exposures on later life changes in brain [37]. Numerous epigenetic alterations have been described in HD
mice [38]; therefore, this remains a plausible area of
investigation.
Mouse post-natal days 10–17 of age corresponds
approximately to birth through 20 weeks of age in
a human infant [39]. We supplemented mice of this
age with a level of iron as used in prior work [13, 16]
that is estimated to provide an iron-intake level fortyfold greater than a naturally fed mice. Natural human
milk contains 0.2–0.4 mg / L iron while human milk
replacers contain 4–12 mg / L iron [40]. An infant fed
a replacer containing 12 mg / L iron would therefore
also have an intake level forty-fold over one fed a
natural milk diet calculated on a body weight basis.
Body surface area which correlates with metabolic
rate is an alternative approach to translate dose across
species [41]. Using this method the neonatal iron dose
we used translates to less than a forty-fold increase
in intake over maternal milk. While iron in natural
milk is mainly present as highly bioavailable lactoferrin compared to lower available iron salts present
in replacers [40], the level of neonatal iron supplementation used is comparable to that in a human
infant receiving a fortified diet. Iron levels in the adult
study were also chosen to be nutritionally relevant
and to model widespread supplementation used in
the USA [14]. In mice, 50 ppm is a low intake level,
but sufficient to prevent iron deficiency anemia. The
middle level, 150 ppm was chosen as this approximates the absolute level present in the cereal-based
rodent chow. Five-hundred ppm, was chosen to model
an iron-supplemented diet. While we cannot exclude
the possibility that higher levels of adult iron intake
potentiate mouse HD these levels would translate to
intake above what is commonly used in the human
population. Taken together, findings demonstrate that
in YAC128 HD mice the neonatal period is a critical
life-stage at which elevated iron intake can have deleterious effects on later disease progression and that
the doses we used are relevant to infant nutrition.
In summary, we demonstrate that neonatal
YAC128 HD mice when supplemented with iron
demonstrate worsened brain morphologic markers at
an early-stage of clinical HD. These findings largely
corroborate our findings of a similar study in the
rapidly progressive R6/2 model of HD [16]. However,
the current findings also extend the earlier findings
because they show that neonatal iron supplementation
can alter HD outcomes up to a year after supplementation corresponding to middle-age in terms of biologic
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aging. Similar effects have also been reported in a
mouse model of aging [13]. Human HD onset is
typically in the third and fourth decades of life corresponding to early to mid-adult life. This and our
earlier study [16] support studies investigating if iron
supplementation in Htt mutation positive infants is
an environmental modifier of HD age of onset or
progression.
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